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rid cu.t s
by Jim Crosby
and Chuck Bandel

college's budgets, frivolous ~ngs should
be cut. rhe athletic budgets would be a
good place to look,'' the source said.
The study reportedly examines the com-

A study by two West Coast state repreparison »etween football program exsentatives, which is at this time'95 percent
penditures at the three universities over a
complete, will probatily recommi!nd disten year period compared with gate
continuing the football programs at Eastreceipts
and total student involvement, the
.ern, Western and Central Washington UniEasterner learned.
versities, an informed legislative source
The study will also reportedly show
said Wednesday. ·
Preliminary study conclusions indicate "that the programs spend more and get
less.
the three football programs are "not cost
About ei~t times less," the source said.
efficient and should
eliminated'!, said
Ken Dolan, executive assistant to Fredthe Olympia source who asked to remain
erickson, said the administration is mainanonymous.
EWU );>resident H. George Frederickson , taining a "wait-and-see attitude," and
said early Wedn~day, "So far as we know does not expect more legislative athletic
,
,t this time, there are ho changes in our action this session, which ends Sunday.
"I don't think yo~ can put football into a
athletic funding.''
The study is expect~ to be considered cost-efficiency relationship," Dolan ~id.
by the state's higher education committee "You have to take into consideration such
things as alumni relationships and comin June, the source said.
··
"Two state representatives are going to munity visibility."
Third-year footba,1 coach Dick Zornes, a
recommend (to the higher education committee) that if -there is a need to tighten leading advocate of an expanded football

oe

program, said, "At this stage Eastern ·
football is not cost-efficient.''
"We. are trying to work to that point of
being cost-efficient," Zornes said. "We're
trying to tighten up our belt and expand at
the same time. It's like going to the
cotillion ball in blue jeans: .. we're not
wasteful of our money here,'' Zornes said.
Total athletic expenditures for the 198182 football season at EWU are expected to
total nearly $575,000, according to a report
issued by the office of Academic Affairs.
Of that total, $213,900 is expected to be
used for ~cholarships, the report said. The
football budget for next year is expected to
be $90,000.
A random sampling of EWU students
conducted Wednesday morning by the
Easterner, revealed support for a con- .
tinued football program, but that fundfog
priorities must also be examined.~·
"I don't think the administration should
cut out football completely," said Debbie
Hahnenkratt, an EWU sophomore. "But
they should come up with a different way

of passing out scholarships. For example,
football players should have to achieve at
least a 3.2 GPA."
Hahnenkratt said she attended only one
football game last year.
Athletic budget priorities was the only
concern of Woody Graham, 26, Spokane.
"Football·should not be eliminated, but
put on the back burner of funding priorities," Graham said.
·
ASEWU president Rich Shields, who
,lormerly played football at EWU, said,
''For the university to have representation
it should have an athletic program. Sports
are important to the university."
Frederickson said the athletic program
should remain as it is.
"The athletic program is a minor
element when viewing the total budget
situation this year. Areas such as funding
formulas, enrollment levels, faculty, staff
salaries and capital budgets are far more
important," Frederickson said.

J

B.u dget com:p romise-is expected soon·
by Jim Craabyu-1-- -

average for high school students and a 3.0
minimum g.p.a. for transfer students
seeking admission. Students entering
EWU are required to have a 2.5 gpa.
Admission standards, Frederickson
said, would not be implemented until they _
are worked out with the faculty.
On the matter of faculty and classified
employee salary increases, the House
recommended that a 7.2 percent increase
be given Oct. 1, with the additional 7
percent coming in 1982.

- - - -1

EWU administrators breathed a little
easier Tuesday afternoon after a $11.7
billion comPfOmised state budget passed
from the H'.ouse of Representativ~ to its
1
Ways- end ~~~. ·~ommitt~; one step
closer to ratification. . .
• ,
.
Under the compromised. version of the
budg~t, EWU will be funded by the state
for 6,800 FTE .(full - time equivalent)
students during the 1981-83 biennium instead' of the 6,575 FTE recommended by
the Senate two weeks ago.
A student enrolled for 15 credits is
considered an FTE.
The compromised budget also recom.mends that Washington's higher ~ucation
faculty and classified employees receive a
·14.f perc~nt across-the-board salary increase over the next two years.

r

See related
story page 3
The House did not, however, alter the
Sel)ate's recommended 49.5 percent increase in tuition, -which · is expected to
generate more than $100 million in state
revenues next year.
· Unless the ·Ways and Means Committee
changes the tuition recommendation, students enrolling in regional universities can
expect to pay $308 per •quarter beginning
this fall.
A vote on. the coJnpromised budget is
expected to be taken la~r .this week,
before the· current legislative session's
scheduled completion S~nday.
.EWU President H. George Frederickson, who had sought 7,100 FTC's, said the

"I believe the legislature recognizes that
over the years the faculty has been less
well-treated in salary increases than other
state employees," Frederickson said.
Legislators also are considering setting
.aside nearly $24 million in additional funds
that could be used by 'the state's colleg~
and universities in their merit pay programs.
Under the compromised budget, the
L - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -- - - -- - -- - - - - - - ---' faculty funding formula was changed to 71
6,800 FTE figure would allow Eastern ''to students.
percent for all higher education instiSchool
officials
project
that
~nder
the
2
tutions in Washington state. This year
make it through the biennium."
"We are thrilled and enlightened about percent corridor, EWU could enroll 8,032 EWU is funded at 72 percent.
the figure," Frederickson said.
students fall quarter; 7,726 winter' quarter; and 7, 191 spring quarter.
Frederickson, asked what effect a lower
Another Senate budget recommendation
As
a
result
of
the
2 percent enrollment faculty formula would have on Eastern,
left intact was the 2 percent enrollment
corridor, and the 6,800 figure, administra- said, "It will have a monetary effect, but it
corridor which gives the legislature authwill not be great. The money .from
ority to levy financial penalties on state tors expect admission standards this fall to increased
enrollments w1·11 offset the
universities and colleges that exceed con- be "tighter."
change."
"If the dramatic growth we have experitracted F~ enrollments by more or less
enced
in the la~t two years were to
On the issue of state funding for capital
than 2 percent.
Frederickson said he would have liked to continue, it would be too gre~t an expense budgets,· Frederickson appeared optimishave either a 5 or 7- percent "tolerance to our faculty and it would have an effect tic. "I think Eastern is going to have a
on the quality of education here," Fred- rather good capital budget;' he said,
band" approved by legislators.
erickson
said.
adding that the legislature would probably
. A 7 percent enrollment corridor would
have allowed a fall 1981 enrollment of . The administration is still considering "run it through rather quickly" before the
nearly 7,300 FTE students or roughly 8,426 implementing a 3.15 mi~imum grade point Sunday deadline.

AS puts:·1:reeze·on students' money
- - -,by Stephanie Vann ~ ·
EWU AS placed a freeze on all club and
organization budgets Tuesday in an effort
. to insure proper use of funds, according to
AS Assistant Executive Finance VicePresident Doug Jordan.
"The freeze is designed to get the clubs
to come tell us (Jordan and Finance
Vice-President Tim Shields) exactly what
the money they request will ~ used for,''
Jordan told council members at the noon
AS meeting.

"H the AS allots the DECA club $500 for
travel expenses, for example, and they
request $250 to finance a banquet, chances
are they want the mo~ey for a barbecue or
something that would not benefit the
students," he said. "H they are spending
students' Services Activities money for
something that would not benefit · the
students, we would turn . the request
down."
"We don't want tQ see travel money ~ed
for a party," Jordan said.
·
In other business, Provost for Student

Services Dick Flamer had some bad news
concerning National Direct Student Loans
recipients.
"All colleges and universities in Washington state have been cut from the NDSL
program," Flamer said. "We are sending
a rebuttal to Olympia and I have high
hopes of it being approved. I am an
optimist."
The outlook seems a bit brighter for
students who receive Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants, BEOG.
"Students who are below the 600 eligibil-

ity index will receive more aid next year,"
said council member Ron Strom.
According to a spokesperson from the
Financial Aid office, the eligibility index is
used to determine how much aid the
student is eligible to receive.
"Students below , the 600 index will
receive up to $1,012 next year," she said.
Strom also told the council that studer)ts
above the 600 eligibility inde~ may receive
consider.ably less aid.
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Graham said the parking fee c ·
reduced after the loan is paid off 'if no
If Robert Graham, director of facilities
further substantial debts are incurr · ."
at EWU, has his way, parking rat~ could
The parking commission t bled
go as high as $25 a q1:1arter next fall.
. 'Graham's proposal until today, t give
In a memQ to EWU's Parking Corn,~
them time to look into the alte tive
'" mission last Thursday, Graham regues~ , measures proposed by S~elds and ppel.
the commission to consider raising the
Sbields said after last week's comquarterly decal fee to $20 to pay for the mission meeting that interes~
dents
paving of lot 12, the new special ev~nts should make their concerns kno
at
parking lot.. The present fee is. $iO per ' today's meeting, which is open
the
quarter.
. . public.
The memo
on to say, "Any subsidy
The matter will be determined
to the Magic Bus program from parking the Traffic and Parking. Co1mn'89
fund revenues will require ...an increase in
the quarterly decal ·ree to a minimum of
"
·· · ·
--:-...
,
.
•
.
$25 • " '
.
I
James E. Rogers, EWU business and
finance fiscal analyst, said Friday that lot
.
.
12 was paved with funds borrowed from
.."1 the Housing and Dining system and that
$172,000 was still owed on the loan.
,..,
'
Rogers said the original loan .was for
MONTHLY REVIEW FOR THE MODELING I ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY
$182,500 and it was recommended that the
money be borrowed by the Vice President
of Business and Finance, Fred Johns. His
TALE NT SCOUT is a w monthly trade magazine being sent (unsolicited) to over ten thousand •
recommendation was approved by the
model / talent agenci s throughout the U.S.A.
Board of Trustees.
·
"The longer the parking fund waits to
Now yo~ . may have ·our photo reach thousands of local and national motion picture studios,
pay this (loan) off, the more it will cost (in
commercial - photogr phers, producers, advertising agencies, Television-magazine-newspaper
terms of interes,t rates)," he said.
agencies all in one T LENT SCOUT edition.
.
.
Richard Shields, ASEWU president, and
TALENT
SCOUT
·
1s
OT
AN
EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY,
AND DOES NOT MAKE ANY ·SUCH
Marc Appel, ASEWU vice president, exREPRESENTATIONS, NOR DOES TALENT SCOUT COLLECT FEES IN CONNECTION WITtl ANY , ....
pressing concern over the burden an
CONTRACTUAL ENT RTAINMENT / MODELING INDUSTRY .AGREEMENTS THAT MAY ARISE ·. '
increase in parking fees would put on
AS
A POSSIBLE RESU T OF ITS PUBLICATION.
students in light of the tuition and housing
,- .
increases proposed for next fall, requested
The Entertainment/M deling Industry expends untoid sums each year in seekin,g and developing·
that alternatives to the proposed increase
rfew talent for adverti ing, T.V. c~mmercials, magazines, newspapers, books, etc. Many part ti.me ' .
be looked into.
and full time work is resently located right .in a city nearest to your home.
An alternative, they sugges~, was
The type of earnings· erived in this profession is ·astounding, and many have..made it a life long
the decal fee only be increased to $15 per
vocation. You may al o be aware of those in the entertainment/ modeling profession that were
. quarter and the balance be made up by 1
discovered under ·mo e unusual circumstances than this which ·we offer as a service to the
t
charging' a fee for guest parking passes
industry and 'to thqse eeking some exposure ii'! it.
,
and an increase in parking meter fees and
fines.
All inquires are direct d to you. Though we cannot guarantee you successful inquires as a result •
Shields and Ap~l also sµggested , the
of your photograph eilig published in TA LENT SCOUT, we •do guarantee it reaching the
·rates for special event parking be raised,
appropriate parties in he entertainment/ modeling services that in fact make the decisive agreesince the special event parking lot was the
ment with new talent.
reason for the parkipg fund's indebted• P EASE CLIP AND RETURN T-HIS FORM WITH PHOTO AND PAYMENT·
ness.
- AGREEMENT WITH PUBLISHER Graham said fees could be raised for
,I
the
'und~rsigned
do
hereby
request
that
the enclosed pliotograph be published in 10,000 copies of TALE NT SCOUT which.
special event parklng, but "unless there is
is
to
b~
sent
to
local
and
na
onal
agencies
~nd related service! in the entertainment J modeling industry. I do hereby agree
a substantiai change in fine ~d parking
to hold harmless, and ind mnify TALE NT SCOUT for any claims, actions, omissions, commissions, by any and all
meter rates; it would not greatly effect the
individuals, agencies, legal uthorities, corporations, that may be occasioned as a direct or indirect result of the publishing·
amount of fun~ r~ised."
of the enclosed photograph If a minor, the legal parent/ g1.i'ardian permits publication, and further attests that TALE NT

- - - b y Kerry Lyman.-----
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~
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SCOUT shall ~e saved harml ss for publicatiQn.
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THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE V

-74 MAZDA PICKUP

$1& CASH

NAME OF PERSON IN PH011

.' ..

ADDRESS

..
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IN TiHE
CERAMICS DEPAR:rMENT

APARTMENTS .

(Please Print) ·
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• I

SEX

HEIGHT
?
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'
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...
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.

.
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r
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~OLOR EYES

COLOR HAIR

~.

~THE ENTIRE FEE FOR PUBL CATION IN 10,000 COPIES OF TALENT SCOUT IS S45.00 PER MONTH. PLEASE ENCLOSE
C ECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY PAYABLE TO: TAUNT ~OUT ,

I\

IF A
MINOA
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I

Signature of Parent or Legal Guardian

W.182nd

$200·
Furnished
Unfurnished $190:
235-6155 after ' 1:30 p.m.
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154-64 12TH AVENU
WHITESTONE, NEW YORK 11357
(212) 746-4912

-

PLEASI:

UBMIT BLA K & WHITE PHOTO (If Possible) _, ,. . . .l!iiiiii,ii
NO. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
.'

.. · PRIEST? .
Write or Phone Collect:

FAT~ER NIGRO S.J.
GONZAGA UNIVERSITY
SPOKANE, WA 99258

•

,.
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'I
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-l nflatio·n hurting-· pro#s
by Chuck Bandel
- - - and Jim Crosby
'Ibis Is the first of ·a three-part aeries
taking a look at the quality of education
and the related problem• here at EWU.

•

..

one way to help recruit new .talent would
·b e to give them raises proportionally
grealer than those given faculty with long
established tenure.
"We have to make it attractive so we can
keep these pec:,ple," Simms said.
Simms said EWU used "intelligent
recruiting" some years back' to attract
· "some of the outstanding people now at
Eastern...it was a real coup."
·
Under a proposal now before the state
' legislature, faculty members along with
classified employees would receiv.e a 7 .2
percent increase in salaries in Oct. and an
additional 7 percent in 1982.
,"There ·a re few places for the legislat~e
to control the budget and the unjversity
system is one of th~m," Simms said.
Earlier this week, the State .House of
RepresentativeA was still considering a 3
percent increase in faculty salaries.
·
Simms said even 3 percent increase
·
will look good to many professors who did
not get any increase in years past.
·The deficiencies in faculty salaries are
not-the only issues causing concern among .
faculty members. A decline in the ·quality- ·
· of education due to the increase in the
student-faculty ratio also worries EWU
professors, Daugharty said.
Although education at Eastern is ''very
good'', the presei,t 21: 1·ratio of students to •
facuity, long considered· •~e high~t. acceptable ratio, is rapidly becoming a thing

Part t fecaHI on . the problems facing
EWU'• facal&y.
Disappointed with · low salaries and
bllufficlent waae increases, several EWU
pnf e,1 1.,. ,are taking a . hard look at
educatlaa • a continuing career, accordlnl to American Federation of Teachers
repre111daUve David M. Daugharty.
· O.prty, an associate prof~r of
malb • ~ d e n t of Eastern's AFT
ll'GIIP, ltom,ed short of predicting: mass
delectianl on ·the par,t of the faculty, but
said tbe entire faculty has•become vulnerable to·outside offers.
·
''We certainly stand the chance .of
MDI people (faculty) at the ·first sign of
a better offer," Daughar:ty said.
Daugharty cites as an e,qlmple an
employment offer to · one prospective
faculty member of $47,000 by an .out-ofstate corporation. Easterh's counter offer
for employment as an associate professor
was $22,000.
·
"All we could offer him was the $22,000,"
said Daugherty. "And he wasn't going to
take a 50 percent cut in pay."
In addition, he said, Eastern was only
prepared to offer a "term" contract as
opposed to a long-term pact that would
all~w the prospecti\'e employee to achieve
tenure. "It's always the goal of the AFT to
achieve a contract suitable for incoming
people," Daugharty said. ' .
Eastern's average faculty salary now
stands at $25,410, a 7.4 percent increase
since 1978-79. By com~rison, inflation has
eroded the average professor's purchasing
power. to an ·equivalent of a 1.1 per~ent
drop for the same period, according to the
January·1981 lnstituti~l Bata Reference
<IDR) recently released by EWU.
Horace R. Simms, president of AFT and
a biology professor at Eastern, too~ light
of the situation by compa~ng it' to Jtls·days
as a prisone~ .of war during WWII . .
"Six months in a prison camp, taught me
how to starve gracefully," S~ms said.
Far from starvation, some EWU faculty
members are none-the-less finding the
love for their job as the.only thing keeping
them at Eastern, Daugharty said.
"I've been teaching for 'Z1 years and that
says something,abdut where my priorities
lie," Daugharty said.
The two agreed the current salary
situation coupled with the lack of longterm. contract offers is acting as a .
deterrent in .attracting ambitious, young
professors to the university.
·
"And ii i!» tho8i8 type of peopl~ who most
benefit the students as well as other
' faculty members and the quality of
education here at Eastern," Daugharty
said.
.
, Simms, who· has· been teaching at one
level or another for 25 years, '3id he thinks

B.E
---by ~arl Penottl _......;.___
Basic Education· Opportunity Grant
(BEOG) offices throughout the country
began processing a backlog of 1.5 million
BEOG applications last week. Officials
had placed a freeze on the processing' of
applications while waiting to hear the
results of budget cuts proposed by the
Reagan Administration.
This backlog and the uncertain status of
other financial aid programs means that
EWU will not start sending, out financial
award . letters to students applying for
need-based grants until late Ju-1e or-early
July, according to EWU Financial Aid
Director Susan Shackette:
·
In an interview April 14, Shackette said
students should bring their Student Eligibility Reports (SER's) into the Financial
Aid office as soon as they receive them
from the BEOG processing centers.

a

'

of the past," D.augharty said.
.
With an· expected enrollment of 8,800
next fall, some faculty members have
expressed concern that the present ratio
could increase, causing a c:lecrease in the
quality of.education.
.
Ratios above the 21: 1 level, Daugharty
· said, are "not conducive" to an .optimum
learnirig environment.
"I have more than 40 students in one of
my calculus classes, · which means I will
not get ·to know everyone and know their
individual problems;'' Daugharty said.
Simms concurred, clting an introductory
class he teaches to more than 120 students
"crammed shoulder to shoulder into the
JFK Library auditorium.
"We attempt to be efficient and they
(legislators) are forcing us to be inefficient," Simms said.
While the number of students enrolled
here has increased 24 percent since 1972,
the size of the faculty has increased only 5
percent, according to the 1981 IDR report.
Bolh professors suggested that a 3 to 15
student/facuity
ratio
would
~e
"optimum."
One of the administration's proposed
solutions to the problem of maintaining
quality f~culty is the implementation of
the seldom-used EWU merit pay system,
Daugharty said.
"We · have always had a merit pay
system at Eastern but it has never been
implemented," said. Simms.
Both Simms and Daugharty said they
would favor a merit pay _system only if

rants
"Usually, we can prepare a student's
financial aid package within two to three . ·
weeks after we receive their SER. But,
with all of the ~hanges this year, things
will be totally different," she said.
Shackette said the determination of
need-based aid will be delayed for a
variety of reasons. TJ}e status of Washington State Need Grants and tuition waivers
will not be determined until mid-June,
Shackette said.
In addition, the time schedules-which
determine how much aid a student with a
given ·eligibility' index will receive from
the BEOG program-will not be released
until June.
Shackette did say students with an
eligibility index of 600 or less will probably
receive grants equal to or more than what
they received last year. The increase in
some students' grants will occµr because
of the proposed increase in educational
expenses.
'

'

I
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funding is first made available to faculty's
cost of living and promotion programs.
"We are holding to our idea that merit
pay can be funded but it should be the last
of the three pay incentives," Daugharty
said.
·
"We agree the merit pay proposal is
desirable, but.not at the expense of being
able to fund the cost of living and
promotion," Simms said, adding that
pr.omotions in themselves are forms of
merit.
·
.
Although the benefits of a merit system
appear- attractive on paper, Simms. and
Daugharty cauUoned that the EWU administration could use the merit system as
a punitive tool.
''The potential for internal animosity is
very real," Simms said. "This is one of the
finest universities I've even seen (in terms
of facUlty harmony) and I don't want to
start any intra or inter departmental
animosity,'' Simms said.
Both men are currently circulating a
petition among facuity members to enlist
support for merit. pay only after cost of
living and promotion progr-ams are adequately funded.
.
Daugharty and Simms said one possible

~

solution to the whole question of adequate
funding of the university system lies in
passage of an "across the board state
income 'tax 'with no ioophole$.-' ,..The two
plan to present such a proposal to an AFT
convention in Seattle the first week of
May.
.
In hopes of attaining some of their goals,
Simms and Daugharty plan a more active
role politically and a stronger position at
the bargaining table. .
"We live in a society that preaches
competition, yet we are not allowed to
coinpete," Daugharty said in reference to
the lack of a strong teacher's union. The
AFT represents nearly one-third of EWU's
350 faculty members.
"I don't think we can do anything unless
we have bargaining rights," Daugharty
said.
Both Simms and Daugharty are planning on malting Save Our Colleges a
state-wide lobbying prganization, a more
effective political body.
"We're going to become an active
lobby," D~ugharty said. ."When tlie 5th
District senators come back to this area,
we'll be waiting for them."

ut on hold
Students receiving an eligibility index of
600 or more on their SER's can expect a
"reduction of 10 to 40 percent in the
amount of their grants" from last year,
Shackette said.
This reduction in aid for middle-income
students is in keeping with Reagan's
budget policy of making aid available to
the truly needy students, she said.
In discussing · other financial aid programs, Shackette said, '·'If the Guaranteed.
Student Loan (GSL) is converted into a
need-based program, the new rules will go
into effect Oct. 1.. .Students fnterested in
taking advantage of the GSL program, as
it exists now. should apply for the loan
before that date."
The financial director also expressed
concern over the future of EWU's Emergency Loan Program. According to the
Student Loan and Accounting Office, the
account for the program has approximately $165,000.

Because it is a revolving account, money
is available to students in need of a loan
only when other . students repay their
loans. During this school year, 3,000 emergency loans have been awarded.
Shackette said students are repaying
loans on time.
Shackette ~aid, "We've seen a real
increase in the demand for these loans ...
with the increase in tuition and other costs
next year, I anticipate an even greater
demand.''
Calling the Emergency Loan Program
"one of the most valuable services offered
to students," Shackette expressed a concern as to whether funds available now
will be able to meet the students' needs
next year.
"We asked the AS to contribute $1 per
student to the fund, and they refused. I
would hope that students might encourage
the AS to reconsider the proposal," she
said.
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In Jig t of proposed cuts in state funding to Washington's universities
and co eges, athletic programs shquld quickly become the center of
budget utting discussions among' students, faculty and administrators.
ith·regularity, one question will likely be asked: What is more
impor nt; books or balls?
Man if not most will _argue that the primary purpose of higher
educati n is to educate and to provide individµals with skills that can be
used to improve society, If higher education loses sight of this goal,
society oses.
.
High r education was never meant to be a trauµng ground for athletes
who dream of turning professional.
Besid' s, how often are professional athletes awarded Nobel Peace
Prizes?
·
ObvL sly, one goal· of athletics is to get fans to attend the games.
Easter 's $575,000-a-year experiment in community pride has been
as succ sful at this as attempts 'to remarket chewed bubble gum.
Empt stands do little more for team morale and do less for making
athletic self-sufficient.
Est' ates are that next year this college will pay more than $500,000 for
athletic , of whi<;h $90,000 is designated to football, which includes
expend· ures for such items as travel expenses, scholarships, and
equipm nt.

'E pty stands do little
·, o team morale and. do
le s for making athlet-.
self-sufficient.' ·
~

This ,000 seems to be_one hell-of-a lot of money for just one hour of
play on en Saturdays during the fall.
Alegi lative study to be released in June details just how cost-effective
Eastern s football program is.
·
.
Early study conclusions (the study is 95 percent complete) are, though
not surp isingly, that the football program is not cost-effective and should
be elimi ated if administrators here look at in-house budget cuts.
Last ear, more than $178,000 of students Service and Activities fees
were fu neled into varsity athletics. In other words, each time a student
paid tu'tion, he donated $8.50 to EWU athletics, whether or· not he
partici ted in them.
Anoth r interesting monetary supporter of athletics here is Academic
Affairs. f next year's total athletic budget--$575,000-Academic Affairs is
expecte to contribute $100,000.
That 100,000 could be used to pay the salaries of a few computer
rofessors.
·
someone in Showalter has enough f_oresight (and courage) to
perceiv the future need for computer technicians, not professional
athletes
But th n there is the oJd argument that college varsity athletics brings
closer t gether the administration, students, faculty, alumni, while
serving s a point of community visibility.
· This a gument, especially here, is a dream much like the dream that
given ti e and money, Eastern's football, team will be invited .t o join the ,
PAC 10.

This y r, Eastern students have rallied around athletic teams with the
same a bition and drive used by the Christians who pushed and shoved
to get fr nt row seats at the Roman Coioseum. .
Ask a Spokane commuter how often he or she attends EWU sporting
events.
To be ure, college athletics has some importance. But it is not now and
should ver be as important as education.
If coll ~e athletics, especially here, were financed in a different way
and pro ed to be self-sufficient, then maybe that would be something to
rally ar und.

sterner·'mean joke'
Editor:
Moy wonders n wer cease. Everytlme you
think you hove a thorough knowledge of
something, arid un rstand the thing perfectly,
along comes some startling new development
that clearly shows y ur beliefs to be in error.
Up until this mor ing I have soiled along in
blissful ignorance of a basic truth. It has been my
previously held beli f that the Easterner was a
mean and sorry jo
(mean because it was a
deplorable waste of time and money, and sorry
because it was a preposterous attempt at
journal ism), and tho all those connected with its
publication were ecretly ashamed of their
work. This belief ha been shown to be palpably
untrue.
I was wrong abou the Easterner, and I freely•
admit it. This lost issu (March 5) is proof beyond
doubt. Its front p , ge blazes with sincere
indignity at the des icable fiend who stole off
into the night with 1,500 copies of "prized and
skillful" work. The ditoriol poge rages into a
scurrilous attack og inst this same monster, a
creature so low as t deprive his fellow stuaents
and friends of th~ o portunity to read Cibout the
"sexual harassment' drivel and the puerile AS
elections whim-who

Further, the scourge hos affronted lo~al businessmen by preventing them from realizing the
full value of their advertising dollar!. For thla
dastordly deed may he roast forever In hell,
Yes indeed, I was wrong about the Easterner.
It is not a mean and sorry joke after all. That
which is the joke is the mean and sorry staff of
ihe thing, all the way from the boss editor down
to the grimi_est copy ~oy.
In issue otter issue they show themselves to be
puling and tacky fellows. Issue after iuue la
badly written and devoid of wisdom, character,
and panache. They' have created of the Easterner a dredry wasteland and burden to taxpayers.
They should all be kidnappecl'1mmedlately and
sent off on the next rocketship to Mars.
•
• I don't know who it was that swiped all those
I

papers last week, but he is my hero. Next time I
may give him loan of my pickup truck to help
him on his way. No doubt, if justice Is to be
served, the fellow will be welcomed into
Hell among the loud whoops and cheers of all
his friends. All those of us who would like to see
sniveling and childish efforts banned from
newspapers.
Fronk S. Oliver
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' Editor:
never boastful or proud, never haughty or selfish
I feel that something needs to be said about
or rude."
•
the public display of hate in front of the PUB last
The man was not kind or patient, or else he
Wednesday, in the form of Holy Hubert Lindsey.
would not have·yelled at !-JS the way they did. He
Hubert and his gang started yelling at all the
was, however, boastful and deliberately rude to
students, telling us how terrible we were, that
each an£l every one of us. He.condemne~ many
this campus was full of devils; whores, whoreof us for things we were not guilty of.
mongers, wicked women, and wretches. These
This was not a display of love, therefore, the
are just a few of the nice names that Cindy
man lied, lying is a sin, and sinners ore not
Lasseter and Hubert decided to coll us.
perfect. Hubert also said that God had• to hate
They passed judgement on many of us 'whom
Jesus Christ in .order to love us, and that is why
they didn't know, hurting and offending. us, • Jesus was put to death on the cross. This · is
while talking about 'God's love.
another lie, because God is inc!]pable of hate.
Hubert condemned me for laughing. Not
Hubert and Cindy put themselves on pedelaughing at him, just laughing. For this, I was the
stals. Real Christians do not. ·Real Christians
devil, I was a whore, and I was a miserable
would not tell you that they were better than
wretch, condemned to tbe fires of hell.
you. They would pray for you, and pray with
Yes, I hit him. I am not proud of this foct, nor
. you, that you might have the strength to accept
do I think it's funny, or.id I c;iid not hit him so
God for yourself, and reject the devil.
people could come up and congratulate me. I
They would tell you of the love, peace and
did It because he accused me of being
inner happiness that God's love con bring, not
something I'm not, when he knows nothing
the hatred and fires of hell that the devil brings.
about me.
.
They would answer your questions instead of
I would like to apologize to any of you that I
colling you names and condemning you
might have offended by hitting Hubert, but I om
because you dared to speak to them.
not sorry I hit him. I know that I would do It again
Real Christians are people, too: We make
under· the some clrcum1tance1.
·
mistakes just like everybody else. God expects
But more than apologizing for my _actions, I
this from us. All He asks is that we realize our
want to tell those of you who are looking for
mistakes, that we ask forgiveness, and that we
God, that I'm sorry you had to witness such a
try harder next time to-do better.
hateful dl1play In God'• name. Hubert and Cindy ·
God loves all of us here on the campus of
are not exampl" of what God's love brings.
~astern Washington University. We ore a good
They were both too mean, and cruel and judgegroup of young adu Its. No matter what Holy
mental.
Hubert or Cindy Lassiter say, I honestly don't
At one point last Wednesday, Hubert said he
believe that God added a couple of extra winps
was perfect, and that he never sinned. In the
onto hel I for us.
same sentence he said that becauie he was
By the amount of love I hove seen on this '
perfect, he waa able to love all of u, "misefable
campus in the three years I've been here, I
wretches." Obviously the ·man doesn't know too
would soy that God hos probably added a
much about love or the Blble.
couple of wings onto heoyen for us.
In 1 Corinthian, 13:,4 it
"Love Is very
Bernadette Loetscher
patient and kind, never jealous or envious,

says

.Sup~ised at publi~ :view.
I am surprised at the number of people who
look at a special interest group and only see one
faction of It. The majority of people I have met
only see the far left interests of the women's
rlghtl movement, the for right lntereatl of Moral
Maiorlty--alway1 the extreme poaltlona, never
the middle of the spectrum . .
It ii 01 though people could see infrared and
ultraviolet raya, but not see vlslble light. Who
soya that being against pre-marital sex Is being
anti-sex? Doean"t anybody know that sex Is only
eight-tenths of a percent physical? What Is so
boring about the other 99. percent, the mental,
social, and 1plrltual aapect1? I would like to see
anyone riot get bored If they were blind, deaf,
m 1,te, and fHble minded, and only experienced
sex phy1lcally.
Concerning clvll llbertift, what ts wrong with
seeing people a1 lndlvldual1? I would never find
a glrlfrlend (let alone the glrl I would marry) if I
only saw people categorlcally, according to nonmerit factol'I. I would also never get to have so
many friends from 10 many different cultural
background,.
•
What about rock and roll and drugs? Well, if it
·is Kiss and PCP, I am definitely antl"K/ss a,n d antiPCP. I do listen to other rock tunes. Christians do
listen to rock music as long as it does not try to
spit into God's face. I also realize that for certain '
persons, marijuana Is the only treatment that
works, and they mu_st be provided that treat-

ment. I do not see why peopre should toke any
drug which produces adverse side effects and
bad trips, however. Whoever feels that they
'have a right to do this is in error. It makes others
around them uncomfortable.
Now for my -stand on abortion. Most people
who ore adopting children wont infants. I see
abortion as on abridgement of their rights to
adopt the child. I do see that In some coses
saving the infant would mean the death of the
mother. Such coses should be dealt
'th
lndiv!duolly as they occur. For every, deci:~n
•~ere is a price. In sexual Intercourse, that price
is .pregnancy for the women, unless contra- ·
captives are used, especially by the man. I ask
you, men, would you force a woman to carry a
load qf 1 kilogram (220 pounds) for a distance of
1 kilometer (18 miles)? Why then, do' you w(Jnt
to put equal strain on her for nine months?
Why should we make a decision between
being selfish and bored?' Why can't we give
other people breathing space because we want
to? It sure seems Insane when the only way to
have fun Is to use people and love things.
The middle is not always a cop-out. I om a
staunch supporter of the progressive factions of
CLU (Civil Liberties Union) and Moral Majority.
I om like a silent partner. I am progressive-just slightly to the left of the middle, but not
quite liberal. Look around people. You con still
be you~self without copping out.
D.A. Squire
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TASTEFULLY DIFFERENT
VINTAGE 45 JEANS
KNOCKOFF

indiaft week successful
..
-------'_.,,by ~uss Mlller----

..

SPEC/ALLY PRICED AT $19.90
11

Feel the fit on for yourself"

Reg. $30.00 - Sizes 1-15
Styles - A-Frame & Straight leg
RUNS THROUGH MAY 2, 1981

Alec Paul and Tinker Watt guided the
construction of a tepee and sweat lodge in
the Cheney City Park on Tuesday, April 14
and Friday April 17.
A sweat lodge, build of branches and
pine needles,' is used for preparing food.
Both attemp~ at constructing the tepee
and sweat lodge yjelded fascinating results.
On Tuesday at. noon, Mel Tonasket,
councilman of the Coville Confederated
tribes and former N.C.A.I.' president, gave
a lecture at the I.E.P. Longhouse located ,
on campus.

The Tenth Annual Indian Awareness
Week, April 13-19, came to a close Sunday .
with a successful three day Pow--Wow held
in the Jim Thorpe Fieldhouse.
Beginning at 7 p.tn. Friday, the Powwow provided an in-depth look at the
heritage of more than 15 Northwest Indian
tribes, such· as the Sioux, Yakima, Coeur
d'Alene, Colville, Kalispel, Gros Ventre,
Cree, Warm Springs, Nez Perce, Flathead,
Pendleton, Umatilla, and other less noted ·
coastal tribes were represented.
Participants were clad in their tradition.
.
al tribal dress of eagle fea thers and
Tonasket expressed the importance of
leather. Inter-tribal dancing and singing
getting a good education if tribal members
took place, along witp competitive activwere to continue to hold on to their rights
ities. The colorful and exciting events of
as Indians.
"'
the Pow-Wow were trt.J.l,Y unique ,in form
"We must · understand the ec~nomics
and context.
which are involved with big business," he
Wally Paul, a member of the" Startlip
said,
"for the confederated tribes are a
tribe, said Sunday "The significance of the
busi~ess,
and if we don't run it like a
Pow-Wow to me is the.feeling of unity, not
business with competent leaders, .we will
just among the tribes themselves, but with
lose everything that we have ever fought
the young and old.alike.''
· '
for
in the past/'
He added, ''many youngsters are just
now realizing the importance of expres-- . The lecture was well-received and provided an inspiring, yet educational, outsing themselves and their •ancestry. Getlook on the future of Northwest tribes.
ting involved and l participating with . th~
. The ~ndian Education Program thanked
Pow-Wow is just one of the ways in which
, all pa ticipants.
they can identify.''

F&M Businels Center

Edi-tors win ·awards
T)VO Easterner editors have wo~ awards
for excellence in journalism from the
. , Washington Press Association.
.Kerry Ly-m~n_, assistant editor and a
senior majoring in journalism, took third
place in the editorial category for hi~
· article entitled "Legal Abortion's Future
is i.n Moralists' Hands'', which appeared in
The Easterner Oct \~.
.
Mari Perrotti, feature editor and a
senior majoring in journalism, took third
· place in the feature writing category for
her article entitled "Gay: Dancing to the

This summer, Alaska is the best buy on the face of the earth.
For just $549, Wien's Alaska Passportcri lets you chase your dream
of adventure all the way from Ketchikan to Barrow. And through 15
unforgettable days anytime between May 1 and September 30, 1981.
It's a big story. For the whole scoop, see your travel agent. Or give
us a call at 800-426-5049. In Washington, call 800-562-5222.

Beat of a Silent Drummer", which appeared in the Nov. 20 issue of The
Easterner.

The competition included all colleges in
Washington and Oregon.
Another journalism major, Kris Peder- 1
son, who is not associated with The ·
Easterner, won second place in the news
writing category in a competition sponsored by the Women in Communications.
This competition included all colleges in
Alaska, Idaho, Montana, Oregon and
Washington.
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WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH ALL
YOUR STUFF THIS SUMMER?
STORE YOUR
FURN/f"URE
BICYCLE
KITCHEN UTENSILS
ETC., ETC., ETC.

A.B.C. MINI-STORAGE
922-1155
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THE CLOSEST ONE IS ON HIGHWAY 2
ACROSS FROM THE LONGHORN BARBECUE

CALL ON OTHER srrE LOCATIONS

UNITS $10.00 AND UP, ALL SIZES
LARGEST STORAGE IN SPOKANE

FIRST MONTH'S RENT FREE
WITH THIS AD!
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- - - b y Kerry Lyman--Ronald Reagan's anti-communist
rhetoric is a tired old song that has
been sung mariy times befo:re by such
U.S. foreign policy decision makers
as John Foster Dulles and Lyndon B.
Johnson.
Such rhetoric accomplished nothing
then and it will accomplish nothing
now. Addressing the world's prob-,
lems solely in terms of Soviet-American id~logical hostility is much too
simplistic an approach to world problems to be effective.

"President Reagan's
approach to foreign affairs frighteningly re.· sembles that adopted-by
President Johnson."

l

A more pragmatic approach .that
. takes into account all the causes of
global unrest is much more practical,
but highly unlikely to be forthcoming
from President Reagan, whose approach. to foreign affairs frightenly
.re~embles that adopted ~Y President
JQhnson. .
John G. Stoessinger, professor 9f
political science at the City University of New York, classifies political
leaders in two categories; the pragmatic leader and the crusading
leader.
:

I

• •

"A crusader is, f re- .

. quen(ly rriarked by a
· ·mtss'ioriti;y 'fervor to
make the world a better·
place to live."
· He contends that the pragmatic
leader is guided in his decisions by the
facts and his experience. He is usual~y
awar:e of the alternatives to ·a given
policy and explores the pros and cons
of such a policy as objectivly as
·possible. He encourages his advisers
_to tell him 'the facts as they are. He
, does not cling religiously to a losing
policy. He is able to admit mistakes
and change policies according to the
facts as they become known, without
any damage to his ego.
'

A crusading leader is often just the
opposite. A crusader i~ frequently
marked by his ·missionary fervor to
make the world a better place to live.

•

He .tends to base his decisions on
preconceived notions. If the facts do
not fit his preconceived notions, he
disregards them. Although there may
be alternativ~s to r. given policy, he
usually does not see them. He does not
like disr;ent and his advisers tell him
what he wants to hear.

"LBJ was, in every
sen'se of the meaning, a
· crusading politiciaf)."
Because of his intense ego (he
usually believes himself to be some
part of God's master plan), he finds it
difficult and sometimes impossible to
admit he is wrong or abandon a losing
policy.
Both of these characteristics are
present in each personality' but one

' '.

0

.,

type is usually predominate.
LBJ was, in every sense of the
meaning, a crusading politician. Although John Kennedy started the
~.S.'s involvement in Vietnam by
sending the first American military
advisers to that country, Johnson was
chiefly responsible for escalating that
·involvement with the introduction of
combat troops and bombing raids.
He saw the United ·s tates as the
"policeman of the world." Since he
was the formulator of American
foreign policy, he saw it as his duty to
"'make the world safe "for democracy," much like Woodrow ·Wilson
before him.

.

· ·

Johnson was an advocate of the
domino theory, believing that if communism was not stop~ in Vietnam,
it would soon be knocking at our front
door.
.
..
Reagan also seems t-0 believe in this
theory, only he believes that if communism is not stopped in El ·Salvador,
it will soon be knocking at our "back
door.''
. This is not necessarily an erroneous
assumption. However, the methods
employed by these presidents to stem
this growth of communism a·r e open
to much debate.
According to Stoessinger, Johnson
''was a. man of coloss~l pride and ego
who perceived Vietnam -through the
lenses of WW II, saw Mao .Tse-tung as
Adolt Hitler, and himself as-a Western
sheriff in a confrontation with Ho Chi
Minh."
To Johnson, the issue being fought
over in Vietnam was liberty for the
Vietnamese and the eradication of
co~munism in that country: He failed
to see that to the Vietnamese, the war
was a·war to throw out the for~igners,
who were now Americans.
He~did not have the empathy to
place himself in the shoes of the
Vietnamese and his ego would not let
him see the alternatives to his preconceived notions.

·"Reagan sees himself
as a sheriff in a Holly- .
wood movie fighting the
'red devil' in E( Salvador."
Reagan too sees himself as a sheriff
in a Hollywood movie fighting the
"red devil" in El Salvador. He is blind
to the fact that the civil war in Ei
Salvador is not a war of communism
vs. anti-communfsm, but is in fact a
war being fought by the poor for a
more equal distribution of that country's -wealth.
Just two years ago, only 2 percent of
the population owned 60 percent of the ·
land and 80 percent of the national
income was being shared by only 20
percent of the people.
Unfortunately, Reagan's crusading
zeal will probably not let him ~bandon
his policies in El Salvador even
though the facts conflict ~ith his view
of the situation, just as Johnson's
crusade made bim blind to the realities of Vietnam.
Even when it became evident that
. every increase in the bombing of
North · Vietnam brought with it an

increase iri Viet Cong raids, Johnson's
ego would not let him admit he might
be wrong in believing that the bombing· would destroy the Viet Cong's will
to fight.
Reagan's gigantic · ego p'ride and
machismo make it impossible for him
to admit that the solution to El
Salvador's civil war is not a military
solution, but a politic~! remedy. !~stead of co~tinuing the social reforms '
instituted by Jimmy Carter, Reagan
has suspepded anY,_ aid for new
reforms ''until, the rebelliotr is put
down.~' ·.
r

a

nationwide. And the governinent
must be put on notice that 'it must
proceed with the elections that are
scheduled for 1982.
·
But, if these measures were under- .
taken, many of the reasons for the
rebellion would disappear and much
of the fighting would cease. What
woulcl'·there be left to fight for?
•, Right wing death squads are,said to
be financed by former wealthy landowners, most of who ar~ 'now : in
self-exile in ·nearby Guatemala or
Miami.
,

.

As long as the land that was taken
."Carter began the pol- from them remain's in theha'nds of'the
in the form of cooperaitical solution to El Sa/- government,
tive farms, these former land-owners
d '
bl
"
believe they have a chance of regain. Va Or S pro ems.
ing their l~nd Uirough bloodshed,
'
which, it is hoped, w~Jl topple Jose
Carter began the political solution Duarte's government.
to El Salvador's problems by granting
The land must be distributed airiong
economic aid to that country on the
the
poor, not only to lessen their plight
condition that it be used to institute
to help stop the-bloodbath.
social reform. MH:ch of the nation's ' but also
,
land was taken from the wealthy
·LBJ believed that China was the
land-owners and converted into government-owned cooperative farms . major protagonist of evil and aggresHowever, only balf of tJie job was sion in the world and that North
Vietnam was her puppet. · Having
completed when Carter left office.
never studi~ Asian history, he never
If Reagan were to continue econQ- realized -that the West had colonized
mic aid on the'condition that it be used and partitioned China 100 years beto convert these cooperative farms fore and that Mao Tse-tung was seen
into ma.nx, small privately owned by his countrymen as not only a
farms for the peasants', ,many of the· communist but also as .a fierce
reasons for the rebellion would dis- nationalist that had driven the foreigners from his homeland.
solve.
'

"The land must be~distribu(ed among the p.oor, ·
not· only to lessen their
plight but · al$O to help
stop the bloodbath." ·
Of course this aid
,, ·must also be used
to reduce unemployment, which is
runniqg at a rate of about 30 percent

Reagan also seems to be unaware
that much of· Central and South
America wer~ once colonial, 'possessions of Europe and the United States.
Panama is an.e~ample of this. ·
••

I

The people · of El Salvador are
afraid of this colonialism repeating
itself in their country. If Reagan
continues to pursue his military poli
cies, he may well turn El Salvador's
civil war into a war against American
imperialism, just like· Johnson did in
Vietnam.

·•

..

•

1-s
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U.S. News and World Report has
quoted a politically moderate intellectuaJ, from El 'S alvador as saying, "If
_gringos (Americans) win~ up here
shooting at S~lvadorans from helicopter gunships, the Reagan administration will be finished in Latin
America."
'
A State Department paper takes a
simflar view, warning that a crude
military policy in, El Salyador could
actuaUy· trigger a popular backlash
that w.oill,d,strengthen the insurg~nts,
even· if the, U.S. should be successfuJ
in blocking So\tiet arms supplies..
"

'

.

Reagan denies that he intends to
send American combat troops to. El
Salvador or get bogged down in a
Vietnam-type war. Yet, bis rigidity
and resolve in believing in military
solution~ to the conflict · tend to
indicate otherwise.
r

"Peasants Jn the countryside claim that U.S.
advisers show up in
combat
with Salvadoran
,
troops."
He has already sent 54 military
advisers to· that country. Would his
crusading spirit and ego allow him to
de-escalate America's involvement if
some of those advisers were killed in
a .guerrilla attack? Probably not.

oo si
American public and Congress concerning Vietnam. A case in point was
the Gulf of Tonkin incident by which
he fabricated an attack on the destroyer Maddox by·North Vietnamese
PT boats to win congressional approval to escalate the war.
Why did Johnson lie to Congress?
There were ·two reasons. First,
winning the war was essential to his
emotional survival. Defeat to him was
an unacceptable humiliation and he
believed he had to e~calate the war in
order to win.
Second, he knew that any serious
debate over 'this escalation in Congress would jeopardize his plans for
the. "Great Society," whereby he
planned to eradicate poverty and
raise the quality of life in the United
States by building the hospita'l s and
schools.
In his own words, as quoted by
Doris Kearns in her book, "Lyndon
Johnson and the American Dream,''
Johnson said, "I knew the Congress
as well as I knew Lady Bird, and I
knew that the day it ecploded into a
major debate on the war, woul~ be the_
beginning of the end of the -Great
Society.'"
Reagan, too, is trying to win congressional approval of his economic
package and intervene militarily in
El Salvador at the same time. Considering his rh~toric about combating
communism wherever it raises its
ugly head and his total zeal in
accomplishing this goal, it seems not
to be above Reagan to lie to Congress
to achieve both goals at the same time
as Johnson tried to do.

Reagan also claims those "advisers" a.Iready in El Salvador will not
P~r.lclkel,in combat maneuver~. But., ;,,,
U.S. News reports that, "peasants in ------.--._____.;.._...___ _ _ __
the countryside claim that-U.S. a.dvi"Reagan's personal
sers show up in combat with Salva.doran troops. Residents of San Salva- , crusade se~ms not to be
dor say that barracks and. airstrips · limited to just
Salvaare being prepared for tne arrival of
dor."
more American soldiers."
.
I

El

LBJ was not above lying to the
.

,

Reagan's personal crusade seems
not to be limited to just El Salvador
either. He h~s made various threats

,

•

concerning nebulous American inter- believe that supposedly educated and
vention in Cuba, Angola, South Africa well-informed statesmen have utand Poland to stem communist influ'.. tered such foolishness.
ences emanating to or from those
countries.
And yet, by Reagan's own admission, the United States has fallen
behind the Soviets in military capabflities in ·recent years.
What sheer folly!

Does a child tweak a mature bully's
nose before he himself reaches maIt is true that the Soviets take
turity? Not unless he is a .total fool.
~dvantage of civil unrest and revolution to further their cause, but it is
Surely such rhetoric would best be ridiculous to think they are behind all
held in check until Reagan's plans to the discontent in the ~orld.
increase U.S. military capabilities
are realized.
This is the real reason for unrest in
Third World countries, not Soviet
Reagan has also charged the Sovimperialism. Soviet imperialistic attiiets with· instigating terrorist tactics tudes definitely take advantage of
throughout the world and training such unrest but they are hardly the
terrorists in their evil trade. True as cause.
this charge . may be, such public
denouncements can only widen the ·
Even if there were no Soviet Union
rift between the U.S. and the USSR in the world, there would still be acts
and has little chance of making the of terrorism and revolution in Third
Soviets change.their tactics.
World countries. These countries
have lived under conditions of starvation and deprivation for so long that
"Reagan's continued when the shackles of colonialism were
cast aside, nationalistic attipublic denunciation of finally
tudes surfaced, making them want
Soviet tactics could in their piece of the world's economic
fact accelerate such tac- pie. .

tics, daring Reagan to
do something about
. . it."

If the United States addressed the
causes of this discontent in the Third
World it would much more effectively
attain its goal of containing commu- ·
nism than it would by believing in
simplistic approaches to the problem.

anti-communist television programs
One of the Jewish dissidents, who
and appeared at rallies of Dr. Fred
was sent<!nced to 13 years in a Soviet
Schwarz's Christian Anti-Communist
prison camp, was convicted of passCrusade.''
ing secret information to American
intelligence agents. This amounted to
He obviously has not changed his
a slap in the face to Carter because he attitudes any in 20 years, which is
had publicly denied that the accused another mark of a crusader.
had ha~ any connection with American intelligence.

Such actions would best be handled
through private diplomatic channels,
where they would undoubtedly be
more effective. The Soviets will not
long stand for this public humiliation
before they react in a way unfavorable to the U.S.

•

I

Reagan's rhetoric may even backfire if he continues such vehement
condemnation of Soviet policies, just
Reagan has devoted himself to the
as President Carter discovered when cause of combating ·communism
his human rights policy -backfired in wherever he finds it with the fervor of
relation to the Soviet Union.
a religious zealot. It seems he views
the world as a gigantic stage in which
In 1977, Carter wrote an open letter he may act out his macho fantasies, in
to Soviet dissident Andrei Sakharov complete disregard of the facts and
expressing his sympathy for his realities of the world.
plight. Instead of having the desired
effect of easing pressures on Soviet · Every aspect of Reagan's foreign
dissidents, the letter so outraged the policy smacks of a crusading zeal ''to
Soviet leadership that it prompted make the world a better place.'' In
them to bring to trial and convict two many ways he seems to be much
more of a crusader than LBJ ever
Soviet Jewish dissidents in 1978.
thought of being . ..\nd Johnson almost
The Soviet Union, believing such a tore the country apart with internal
public display of displeasure with . strife c. ver his policies.
their policies infringed on their right
The 1967 issue of Current Biography
to conduct their internal affairs as said of Reagan, "By the early 1960's,
they saw fit, decided to teach Carter a
Reagan had become a fervid crusader
lesson.
for right-wing causes. He narrated

Reagan's continued public denunciation of Soviet tactics could in fact
accelerate such tactics, daring Reagan to do something about it.

?

"It is ridiculous to
think that the Soviets are
behind all the discontent
in the world."

The Reagan administration. has
even gone so far as to publicly accus.e
the Soviets of being responsible for all
the revolutions and civil discontent in
the world. Such statements are so
simplistic and naive that it is hard to

"A crusader sets out
to improve the world but
all too often manages to
leave it in worse shape
than it was before."
William Lambert wrote in a 1966
issue of Life magazine, "Reagan is a
clean-cut Eagle-scout type, an intelligent, quick-witted man, who loves a
crusade.''
Ironically, like political scientist
Stoessinger says, a crusader "sets out
to improve the world but all to often
manages to leave it in worse shape
than it was before·."

I
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·

works. The first table and chair are
free. Additional tables will cost a small
fee. The sale starts at 19 a.m. and ends
at 3:30 p.m. both 'days. For more information, call Art Martin at 359-7921.

for the 7 p.m. cocktail hour are $9. For
more information and reservations, call
The Hindquarter Restaurant, Spokane,
534-0666.

There will be a meeting of the
Traffic and Parking Commission to discuss proposed parking rate hikes. Your
input is ·important. The meeting will be
held at 2 p.m. in Isle Hall', Room 216.

, ,_.

NOTICE: There will be a "street
fair" ¥av 7 through 9, located next to
JFK Memorial Library. Local artisans
and craftsmen are invited to set up
display tables for the sale of their art

April 25

,. How accessible are EWU's buildings to disabled students 7 Concerned
students are invited to attend Disabled
Students Seminar II, to be held in PUB
room 3A at 3 p.m.

This week's kiddie movie is Son
of Flubber, to .be shown at 1:30 in
the .PUB. Student tickets are 50 cents.

As You Like It, written by William
Shakespeare and directed by Andy
Friedlander, opens tonight in the University Theatre at 8 p.m. and runs
through Saturd_ay. Tickets are free with
EWU 1.0. and $3 for non-students. for
reservations call 359-2825.

There will be an ROTC dance
from 8 p.m. to midnight in the· PUB.

...

All evening movies are cancelled ..

THE MORRISON LADIES I
CIRCLE WOULD LIKE "Ff)
EXPRESS:'·THEIR HEART- I
1·FELT THANKS m THE
I
MORRISON MENS
I
CLUB
I
I

I
·I

April 24

I

I'
I

.

-~

The ASEWU movie Son of Flubber will be shown at 1:30 p.m. in the
PUB. Admission is free.

.

See your travel agent. Or give us a call at 800-426-5049. In Washington. call 800-562 -5222.

..

For tne ultimate in classic horror,
see Halloween at 10 p.m. in the PUB.
Student tickets are $1 and general admission is $3.
The Centre Theatte · Group performs Jules Feiffer's Hold Mel at The
Hindquarter ·Restaurant, S. 2810 Fiske.
The 6 p.m. dinner show is $15. Tickets

PICK-UP TRUCK
valued at $3,778 sold for ·
$250. Many more bargains ;
available for sale thru gov- ;
ernment auctions. Call 602941-8014 Ext. H177.

20% OFF
IN THE MONTH OF May
with Student -1.D.

Jiffy Cleaners
Alterations & Drapes
1708 First St.

. Cheney, WA 99004

235-6249
Manager Terry L. Jones

..

If you have a $10,000 job waiting for you,

EXCELLENCE IN EYEWEAR ,

SPECTRUM OPTICAL
NOW OPEN IN

THE FLOUR MILL
-MAUREEN IREY .
Licensed dispensing optician

r- .

328-7117
10% OFF PRESCRIPTION EYEWEAR

WfrHTHISAD

•

traveled use for business lunches, buying clothes
you could have an American Express® Card
for work, paying for vacations - for all sorts of
right now.
• after--school activities.
Trade the card ·you've been using every day
One of the "·Urest ways to establish yourself is
· for the Card you'll be using the rest of your life.
to start out as i( ,tou were already established. And
You're about to leave school and enter a whole
just having the Glrd gives you the chance to
new world. You've got great expectations. So
establish a solid credit rating.
So trade up now. You'll find application forms
does American Express. For you.
on campus bulletin board.5. Or call toll--free
That's why American Express has created a
800--528--8000.and ask for a Special Student Appli-special plan that reduces th~ usual application
requirements- so -you can get the Card before
cation. And set yourself up for next year before
you fu:i.ish school.
you finish this one.
·•
All you need to apply is a $10,000 job or the
The American Express®Card.
promise of one.
You'll use the Card the wealthy and the well-- Don't leave school without it.
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·Are you a sinner?
- - - b y Kelly Hitchcock--By now, most on campus have seen or
heard of "Holy Hubert" and his sidekick, Cindi Lasseter, "the former disco
queen."
For those who, for some reason • or
another, missed their admission-free performance last Wednesday, Holy Hubert
and Lasseter make their living traveling
· from campus to campus spreading the

GoE d .
... he dynamic duo made their debut on
the EWU campus last Wednesday afternoon and for three-and-a-half .hours students were treated to an intellectual,
highly verbal tribute to the Word of the
Lord.
Lasseter, a.reformed "Disco Queen," is
originally from Georgia but was "saved"
while attending the University of Florida.
Holy Hubert, Lasseter's. mentor, is from
Kentucky. Together, they ranted, raved,
preached and protested their way into the
lives of those who would listen.
A crowd, anywhere from 400 to 500
pthered in a huge circle in front of the
PUB to listen as Holy Hubert and Lasseter
shouted their testimony to the world.
Although nearly every topic possible
was discussed and nearly every Bible
passage quoted, it was the crowd that
provid~ the two with fuel for their
righteous .fire.
•
The various reactlcma ·from the EWU
Cf9wd were cla88lfied as "typical" by
Lasseter.
: ·
"The guy's· a lunatic, a religiously
fanatic lunatic," quipped' Sbelly Vlctary..
ous. This
one of the inost widely
exhibited reaetions to the preachings
delivered· last Wedne1day. Tbls, in ·turn,
made many auiatians worried for their
unreligious peers.
"My biggest CGDCeJD is that his approach probably turned off prospective
Christians," one student said. "If they
think that is bow a good Christian is
supposel:l to act, they'._ never convert,'' he
said.
Also•represented by a very large number ~ere the scorners and chastisers.
These students felt the need to yell out
crude or seemingly witty remarks mainly
for the benefit of their friends. This did not
daunt Holy Hubert, who turned the shouts
to his advantage.
For example, when "Sex, Drugs, and ·
Rock and Roll" was shouted by some
members of the crowd, Holy Hubert shot
back ·with the response that "any music
that could drive people into such a frenzy
,as to·tra~ple to death 11 human beings is
sinful and done in the glory of the Devil.''
After stressN this poirit for a few
moments, a strange, thoughtful silence fell

wu

over the crowd.

,

.

Present, too, were those who felt the
need to throw things, from food to rocks, at
the traveling evangelists, not so very
unlike the stoning of the Apostles while
spreading the word of the Lord.
.
EWU can be somewhat relieved that it
didn't go as far as to physically violate
Hubert, as he has encountered such abuse
on some campuses throughout the country.
There was also ·scripture-reading students who had legitimate gripes with Holy
Hubert and his preachings. These were
mainly disturbed by his rather ruthless
fashion in which he accused and condemned individual students.
In a rather lengthy confrontation with
one student, Hubert claimed that if the
student didn't cast off his earthly belongings and follow God's word, he "will be a
sinner and be condemned to Hell forever.''
More than slightly irritated, the young
man counter attacked.
"How much money do you have in your
pocket?" he asked Hubert. "Why don't you
empty out your pockets right now? If you
don't, then you're not living day to day and
are a hypocrite," he shouted, leaving Holy
Hubert with a roar of applause.
Some students felt the need to defend
Hubert, at least in what he was doing.
"The word needs to be spread and he is
doing precisely what we all should
doing," one student remarked. "Maybe
his approach is too extreme, but at least
he's got the right idea," he said.
Jeff Amsbury remarked that, "Although
his technique was wrong, he did prove his
point and made people think." And, on the
broadest scale, one student said "You've
got to give the man credit for doing what
he feels is right. That's more than I can
say for most of us."
Undoubtedly, the biggest effect of the
session was that it raised eyebrows and
created questions. Some students even felt
a little fearful.
· "What if he were Jesus Chr!st," one
student asked another.
· Although Holy Hubert never professed to ·
be Christ, many were extremely uneasy
about the fact that, if in fact Christ was to
come, this is how people would react to
him.
One young woman said, "Everyone feels
so threatened and defensive about this
guy. That's why they are making these
asinine remarks. Guess they realize the
gravity of the situation and want to lighten
things up."
Another said, "Looks like some kids are
actually concerned about the price they'll
pay for the type of lives they're living."
Richard Myer summed up Hubert's
visit saying, ''The one thing that can be
said for Holy Hubert is that he created
interest. Some negative interest, but interest just the same."

"Holy Hubert" [right] confronts an EWU student before a large crowd in front of the
PUB. "Any music that could drive people into such a frenzy as to trample to death 11
human beings is sinful and done in the glory of the Devil," Hubert shouted.
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SPRING BOOST
COMPLETE YOUR OUTFIT
8¥ RECEIVING $10.00 OFF ON TOP
PRICED OVER $16.00 WITH EACH
PURCHASE OF REGULARLY PRICED
JEANS.
Runs through May 2, 1981.

F&M Business Cent9r

I

11

TO
·Go

K·E GS
$29.95
AT

-
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tAST CMNCE RIDING STABLES

.

HORSES FOR BEGINNERS
AND
EXPERIENCED RIDERS
M.00 per hour

Nomolestme battled for the lead coming
out the gate, came out on ~op at.the first
call and led µte field across the (inish line
in the 3½ furlong Interstate Typewriter
Purse last Saturday. Nomolestrne paid
$3.20 to win·, $2.20 to place and $2.40 to
show.
Barry Sigmond's Entaurus rallied to
•
comelrom.behind in a strong home stretch
run. under the direction of jockey Bill Vens
to get· iecond place. The two.horses were
bet down as·favorites, only paying a $12.60
quinella. Entaurus had not raced since the
' 16th of last November but showed a fast
: 33 1/5 second 3 furlongwork in the ·Racing
'Form, proving it , was ready to run ..
Wahooing ran third.

of

Th
Trao

., .......~.,

,

The biggest· pay of the weekend also·
came on Saturday in tl)e third race of the
day, for quarter horses. Granado Bar, a
rated 20-1 shot ran second paying $36.00.
Sunday's 5½ furlong feature tenth race
was won by Harmonic Dancer with Jet A
Roni and Savron running second and third
respectiv~ly.
Next Saturday's tenth race feature is for
fillies and mares, three years old and up.
Fred and Earl Marchand's Flashy Rules
with Garcia up and Burt Edwarc;ls Sea o'
Two with Mutschenbacher up should go off
as the favorites.
~ ·
Sunday's feature is the $1,300 added, 51h
furlong Handicap Stakes. for thre~ year
olds and up.
·

j

j
I

by Tracy Robinson

Also Beginner lessons
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
235-8948

DAVE'S AUTO
FOREIGN CAR SPECIALISTS
COMPLETE BOD¥ REPAIR
Cheney-Spangle Rd.
236-6123

fSPECIALIZING IN
T-1110S

l •sa . '61

·

Our ......... port es
from one spec~-~ t>9int
to another.
t

½,,,

~

Counselo

UT TREES
Lin -

ING SPIRITS

A dram tic ,increase in student morale
has been dir tly linked to the_reappearance
of the legen ary Yogonut tree.
.
Campu psy~hologists are.encouraged
by these fin ings, citing a marke~ drop in
· cases of ~fin ls frenzy,' 'do 'blues' and . .
i careerum d cisionum,' commonly known os'
what-am-1-g ing-to-do-with-tfie-rest-ofmy-life?
_
· ·
Comme ted one staff member, "It's only
nalural, sine all the good things of the
Yog·o m,11ree are packed into these
YogonutTM rs:' Stucfents are now packing
away-Yogon t bars in record numbers.
Added nother co'unselor, "I may not
- be-·needed
und here much longer, thanks
to the Yogon t bar. But than.ks to the ·
. , · Yogon'ut bar, I'm- feeling pretty good about ·
it;'too:' , ,;
_z j.

_,

C
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L
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·~leftAlaska .
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See your travel agent.
Or.give us a call at 800-426-5049.
In Washington, call 800-562-5222.
.
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Total l?.r:izes $.1·60.00 ..
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Priz~ SpO!JSOred B )';
~~

Goofy's Tavem ·
WIiiow.Springs Station
Larry Leach Chevrolet
Showalter'• Tavem
··
Book & Brush
Jean Parlour •
. Town and Country Electr~nlcs
Ben Franklin
·
Chevron Gas Stati~n
· Sav~Mart Drugs
Also sponsored by The Eastemilr

· · lu_ncheon mehu s rved from 10:30 a.m. - 2;15 P:m· _

,

.
,,

Thurs., Apr. 23 Beef Barie Soup, Corndog/Potato Chips, Crm. Chpd.
Beef Cass. Tuna Sid. Bowl, Diced Carrots, Sid. Bar ·
Fri., Apr. 24
Clam Cho der, Fishwich/T.S.&L., Enchiladas, Egg Sid.
Bawl, Cut r. Beans, Sid. Bar
Sat., Apr. 25
Brunch
Sun., Apr. 26
Brunch
Mon., Ap'1 ·27 Crm. of Chicken Soup, Bacon-Lettuce & Tomato Sand.,
Bkd. Bean
., Turkey Sid. Bowl, Beets, Sid. Bar
Tues., Apr. 28. Crm. PotS Q Soup, Ham on Muffin Sand., Turkey
Noodle Ca ., Tri Salad Plate, Wax Beans, Sid. Bar
Wed., Apr. 29 Minestro
Soup, Beef Stew/Biscuits, Deli Special,
Chef Salad Peas, Sid. Bar

Judging will be Saturday, May 9, 1981 ·
Watch for more information or call 369-2&0&

Breakfast/Lunch tickets are availabl in the Cashier's Office for 10 punches for breakfast
or lunch at $17.50 oer tick t or $1. 76 per meal. Dinner Hours 4:15 - 6:30.
anmu
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Parrish sets record;
men beat Portland
.

...

Q)

E

*

&1

- - - b y Kirk Flndlay---

Freshman Bill Parrish sails over the bar in a practice jump Saturday. The EWU men
went on to beat Portland 83-76, and Parrish set a Woodward Field record by clearing
7'1 ". That jump also qualified Parrish for nation~ls in the _
high jump.

Eagles ~in tour games;
host Ft. Steilac-oom next
The Eastern Washington University
softball team will make its final home
appearance of-' the "1981 season Saturd~y
when the Eagles host Fort Steilacoom
Community College in a doubleheader at 1
p.m.
EWU swept twinbills from Washington
State University and Lewis & Clark
College last week before the Eagles were
mowed down Saturday by Portland State,
which was fourth in the AIAW .Division II
national tournament last spring.
Eastern, coached by Bill Smithpe ers,
will take a 7-3 r,ecord into its a~signment
against Forf ~tejlacoom. EWU plays in
AIAW Division III mits second season of
varsity sQftbaU. .
.
Sophoril~re .,pitchihg .star Raeann MacInnes .of Spokane burled a three-hitter as
EWU defe~ted W~U, 4-0,.in the opener last
Wed~esday. E~ scored six times in the

sixth inning for a 10-8 · triumph in the
nightcap. Macinnes, who also plays third
base, drove in five runs in the doubleheader and DeAnne Nelson (Longview) tripled
with the bases full to highlight the second
game winning rally.
· Friday, EWU trjmmed Lewis & Clark,
6-1 and 4-2, at Franklin Park in Spokane.
Macinnes lifted her record to 4--0 with a
two-hitter in the opener. Freshman shortstop ·Nina Bus (Seattle) continued her hot
hitting with two hits in each game.
Saturday, at Franklin Park, Portland
State gave Macinnes the first pounding of
her college career as 't he Vikings ripped 16
hits for a 10-1 first game triumph. They
also won the nightcap, 10--0, and EWU
provided poor defensive support for MacInnes and ' Georgina O'Farrell, who returned to action after an ankle injury, by
. committing 12 errors in the two games.

·Football slate announced
Two Big Sky. ~onference teams,. Idaho
State Uniwersity and· University of Montana will be on the 1981 football schedule at
Eastern Washington University.
Athletic director Ron Raver has an-~ounced a IO-game schedule which will
begin with a Sept. 12 contest at Idaho State
in Pocatello. EWU will conclude its season
by hosting Montana at Albi Stadium in
Spokane oo Nov. 21.

on Saturday, Oct. 31. UBC will be the only
home opponent in the first six weeks of the
season, visiting Cheney Oct. 3. Eastern
will have a bye on Sept. 26.
Only Western .' Montana was on the
schedule as recently as 1977 and only
Western Montana and Carroll were on the
1978 schedule.
·

.

second in the discus, cappJng off a
successful day for the weightman from
Port Angeles . .
John Houston pulled off the only double
for the men, as he sailed 47'1'' in the triple
jump and winning the high hurdles in 14.87.
In fact the hurdles were the only running
event the Eagles could manage a victory
in, as Dave Rath claimed the other win in
the 400 intermediate · hurdles. Rath just
missed national qualifying time by fourtenths of a second, as he clocked a blazing
53.7.
The meet was run under near-perfect
conditions, with only a gusting wind to
contend with.
"I was very pleased with the meet, said
Martin. "The field was in good condition
and the track was fast. Everything went
smoothly.''

.'

Martin was probably happiest of all with
the team's victory, bearing in mind the
fact Portland thrashed Big Sky contender
Boise State the week before.
"We knew it would be a tight meet,"
commented Martin. "I also expected that
we would have to depend on our field
events to pull us through and they
· responded by winning every event except
the discus. I'm proud of all our kids,"
Martin added.
This weekend both men's and women's
teams will split their squads up, with top
performers traveling to Seattle for the
University of Washington invitational, and
others going to Ellensburg to compete
against the wind and teams from the
Northwest in the Central Washington
Invite.

Golfers strong in Montana;
WWU Invitational up next
Fresh from a very strong showing in the
University of Montana Invitational Tournament, the Eastern Washington University golf team will try to win its decisive
confrontation with Western Washington
this weekend.
The Eagles will be among the favorites
today and tomorrow in the Western Washington University Invitational Tournament at Bellingham Country Club and
Sudden Valley Country Club.
Monday, EWU outscored Spokane Falls
Community College, Gonzaga University
and Whitworth College at Indian Canyon
Golf Course Club in Spokane. .
Last week, coach Don Kallem 's club,
bidding for a spot in regional competition,
saw its winning streak end at three when
the Eagles finished second to Western in
the Puget Sound Invitational Tournament
in Tacoma.· The previous week, Eastern

edged WWU to win the Central Washington
University tournament in Yakima.
In Tacoma, Western scored 754 to beat
Eastern by 12 strokes although EWU
matched its winning score of 766 in the
Central Invitational. Pacific Lutheran was
third with 774 strokes and the other seven
schools f :nished well behind.
On the weekend, University of Idaho
took the Montana Invitational with an
excellent 744, but the first four teams
were closely bunched. Boise State placed
second with 748, EWU placed third at 750
and Montana scored 752. The other four
teams were far back.
Gene Kuhn, former Columbia Basin
College standout from Shadle Park High
School in Spokane, had his best spring
showing at the UPS tournament, shooting
72-77 for 149 and fourth place. Steve
Michaelson (150), Dee Harris (150), and
Roger Wallace (151) excelled in Missoula.

EWU swimmers honored

Eastern will begin spring practice for its
third season under coach Dick Zornes
Monday: The Eagles posted a 6-4 record in
1980 while completing their first season in
NCAA Division II.

Sophomores Amy Bailey and Eric Doering have been named honorary captains of
the Eastern Washington University swimming teams for the 1980-81 season.
Bailey, who graduated from Ferris High
School in Spokane, and Doering, from
Cheney, were honored when the swimming
teams received their awards at a postseason dinner last week.

In addition to Idaho State and Montana,
Eastern will face Carroll College, University of British Columbia, Cal State Hayward, Simon Fraser University, Western
Montana, University of Puget Sound, Mesa
College a nd University of Northern Colo-.
rado. UNC reached the Division II quarterfinals last fall.
The Eagles will play British Columbia,
P uget Sound, Mesa dnd Montana in home
games. The first three will be played at
Woodward Field on the EWU campus.
Puget Sound will be homecoming opponent

In Eastern's first home meet of the 1981
season last Saturday, the men edged by a
tough University of Portland squad on the
strength of their field events, while the
girls weren't so fortunate, as they were
dumped by powerful Idaho.
Indeed, the girls finished 39 points ahead
of Portland, it's just that they were a
staggering 53 points behind Idaho, in their
triangular scoring meet which ended; U of
Idaho 104, EWU 51, U of Portland 12.
Standout performers for the girls included junior sprint s~r Cathy Davis, who
qualified for nationals in the 100 and 200
meter dashes, with times of 11.9 and 24.6
respectively. Kristy Cqrly captured both
the 100 meter hurdles (14.8) and the long
jump with a leap of 17'7½".
The men put on an awesome show in the
field events,- to offset Portland's running
talent in their dual meet victory, 83-76.
F_reshman Bill Parrish · led the way,
breaking the Woodward Field record, as
well as qualifying for Nationals in the high
jump, with an astounding leap of 7'1".
''I was very excited ·and pleased for
Bill," said_Coach Jerry Martin. "He had
an off week last week, (only cleared 6'4")
but that happens to everyone. He certainly
made up for it this week."
Also qualifying for Nationals were Mark
Pierce and Stan Stucky with tosses of
:ll4'2" and 211'7" respectively, earning
them first and second place in the javelin.
Stucky·also won the hammer at 140'3".
Dennis Sullivan won the long jump and
Brent Waldron the shot put, to lead EWU
'Jsweeps" in both events. Waldron finished

.

Whitworth College will not be on the
schedule for the first time since 1945 when
both schools did not field a team beacuse of
World War II. Whitworth is faced with a
Northwest NAIA scheduling conflict. The
two teams have met 65 times.

Coach Eileen O'Donnell announced that
Doering also was honored as most inspira tional athlete on either team . Suzy
Koppa, a freshman from Spoka ne, was
honored as most improved swimmer.
Eleven women earned letters and five
men became letter-winners after the
teams enjoyed their first season of compe, tition in the new EWU Aquatics Center.

Chris Boyer, butterfly specialist from
West Valley High School in Spokane, and
sophomore diver Lisa Amberg, Palos
Verdes Estates; Calif., led the women 's
award winners. Boyer is a freshman. Both
competed at the AIAW Division II national
meet.
Others to earn letters include Julie
Bozzi (Spokane), Ann Cowley (Osburn,
Idaho), Lisa Deck (Walla Walla) , Sherry
DuFour (Watsonville, Calif.), Koppa,
Nancy Reffett (Moses Lake), Sue Shelton
(Boise), Jeannie Whitely (Medical Lake),
and Karen Zimmerman (Yakima).
In addition to Doering, Jim Christ~an
(Colville), Randy Neumann (East Wenatchee), Mark Sanderson (Sheridan,
Wyo.) and Theo Schmeeckle (Pasco)
earned letters on the men's team.
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EWU In first place

I Eagle ni·" e win
i eleven st·lll-iS,ht
- - - b y Dennis Hays---

t
~-,

\

Randy Frazier, last year's mc,st valuable player, readies himself for the pitch in last
Saturday's game with UPS. Frazier blasted a 400-foot homer to cap a four-run rally as
EWU went-'on to win 8-5.

Women dump WSU;
"biggest win of-season"

I

•t

by Phll Smith~--. Despite W.S.U.'s women's tennis coach
Terry Coblentz's comment that she didn't
expect any P!Oblem beating Eastern, the
Eagle women's tennis squad topped the
Cougars 5-4.
The #2 doubles tear.n of Michele Ratigan
and Julie · Donahoe defeated W.S.U.'s
Sheryl Traum and Sandy Simpkins 7-6, 6-4
to win the match for Eastern.
Coach Sunya Herold called the upset
victory, ''Our biggest win of the season so
far."
"All of 0'1f girls plaY,ed really well," said
Herold. "This win will definitely help us
·get prep~red for Regionals next month."
Also key fo Monday's win in Pµllman
was the singles play of #1 Debbie Brand
and #6 Lisa Edwar~.

..

Brand took the Cougars, Mary .Zimmerman 6-2, 7-5. Edwards outlasted W.S.U.'s
Sue Kelso 7-5, 4-6, 7-5.
In last week's action, Eastern played
three matches in four days, blasting
Gonzaga 9-0, Whitworth 7-2, and Lewis and
Clark State 9-0.
Eastern won 18 straight singles matches
in those contests, dominati~g all three
foes.

Eagles' hottest hitter of late, singled in two
more ru~ to round out the inning. ,
Over the weekend the Eagles extended
their winning streak to eleven by sweeping
a pair of doubleheaders from University of
Puget Sound, 4-3, 10-2 on Friday and 8-5,
11-1 on Saturday.
The first game Friday went extra
innings. The Eagles won it in the eighth
when Bridges doubled and Jesse Koopman
scored him with a two-out pinch-hit single.·
In the nightcap, Bridges came through
again, contributing a two-run , single as
EWU scored eight times before anyone
was out _in the third inning. Wayne Collins
also knocked in two with a single in the
same frame. Chris Fazendin (4-0) tossed a
five-hitter for the win.

The Eagles are playing the hottest game
in town.
Winning eleven of its last 12 games,
Eastern'.s baseball team has taken over
the lead in the Northern Pacific baseball
league.
Along the way, EWU set a school record
with 11 s.t raight wins (the old mark was
six), raised its team' batting average to
.306 and its overall record to 22-9.
Eastern leads Gonzaga by one game in
the NorPac; the Eagles are 13-3 in league
play.
EWU has another busy weekend coming
up--it hosts the University of Portland
Saturday and S1:111day in a pair of league
doubleheaders. Saturday's first game will
Senior shortstop Randy Frazier capped
start at one o'clock, Sunday's at noon.
a foijr-run, fifth tnning rally with a
In the past week, EWU continued· to·get
400-foot, three-run homer over the centerexcellent pitching and the Eagles' bats
field fence in Saturday's first game. Hall
finally woke up-with a vengence.
The week-started with a 9-6 triumph over , earned a save by pitching the seventh
innil)g and he went the distance in the
Whitworth. Eastern scored three runs •in
second game, allowing only four hits for
the top of the 10th inning to win it" and
the victory~ Morgan and Bridges hit
blasted five home runs on the day.
two-run homers.
Ron Soss hit two of them, and Jerry
Olson hit his third of the season in the 10th
H~'s pitching excellence has helped the
to clinch the win. Todd Stubbs and Jay
EWU staff to lower its ERA to 3.61, which
Morgan also homered and Roy Hall picked
r~nks them in the top twenty in the nation.
Bridges boosted .his season batting avup the win in relief.
erage
to .317 to join Koopman, Waldrup,
Last Wednesday, the Eagles finally
played their home opener and ·show¢
Morgan, Stubbs and Olson who are also
EWU fans just what they've been missing.
hitting above .300. And Collins continues to
dazzle the crowd with his play at third
Eastern smothered Pacific Lutheran,
base, including back-to-back run-saving
17-3, behind a 20-hit attack. Cory Bridges
stops in the Gonzaga contest.
and Jeff Waldrup had three hits each, and
Dave Baxter picked up· the ~ctory on the
"Cory is just hotter than heck; right
. now," Chissus sai(l. "He had a slow start,
mound in his best outing of the season.
but now he's ba_ck in the groove.
On Thursday, Bill Patterson raised his
"Roy Hall was expected to be our long
NorPac record to 4-0 with a complete
reliever and a spot starter. Well, he's done
gam~ win as EWU got by Gonzaga, 4-2.
absolutely everyttiing we've asked him to,
The game was the second half of a
and he's done it very well," he continued .
rain-delayed doubleheader originally
scheduled for April 8.
"And Wayne Collins, what can I tell you?
He takes impossible situations at third
Eastern's big inning was the second, as
base and turns· them into routine plays. He
they banged out five straight hits inc!µ'ding
has been incredible for us."
Olson's run-scoring double. _Bridges, the

The Eagles have one six straight
matches. Thetr record now ,s tands at 8-2.
The E.W. U. women netters next see
action tomorrow at 5 p.m. versus Portland
State University. Eastern's final home
match will be Saturday, April 25th·against
Boise State University on the Fhase tennis
courts .

Six ·straight fo.r men;
~Ome, match Frid_ay - ~ - b y Phll Smlth-----With six consecutive vi_ctories under its
belt~ the E.w:u. men's tennis team begins
a treach~rous eight matches in 10 days
schedule, visiting Spokane Community
College, today.
Last week's play was highlighted by a
5-4 upset victory over a highly regarded
Whitman College squad, Wednesday in
Walla Walla.
The Eagles also trounced s.c'.c. 7-2 last
Monday, and ripped· Seattle Pacific University 8-1 on Saturday.
Eastern continues to be strong up and
·,
down the ladder.
Lewis and Clark High School graduate
Steve_Dunlap won all three of his singles

.

',;,
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matches in straight sets. The #2 singles
player also teamed with #4 Tony Omlin to
win a pair of doubles matches.
Omlin; a junior from Quincy, Wash., is
undefeated in singles over his last five·
matches.
In addition to the S.C.C. match today,
the Eagles host Whitworth on Friday,
travel to Washington State University on
Saturday, and meet Whitman College here
on Sunday.
The W.S.U. ·and Whitman matches,
especially figure to be very tough for
Eastern. Both teams have been pl~ying
well recently. An Eagle sweep would put
them in good standing for next month's
regional competition.

EWU third baseman Steve Baxter slaps a single down the third bJtseline in the Eagles
11-1 victory over UPS Saturday. Baxter and his teammates set. an EWU record by

winning their last 11 games in a row. Eastern wlll host U of Portland this weekend for
four games.

